The benchmarked Regge-pole method on the calculated low-energy electron elastic scattering total cross section (TCS) for C 60 through the measured electron affinity (EA) [1,2] is used to calculate TCSs for selected fullerenes, from C 54 through C 240 in the electron impact energy range 0.02 ≤ E ≤ 10.0 eV. From the characteristic dramatically sharp resonances representing long-lived ground state fullerene negative ion formation we extracted the binding energies (BEs) and compared them with the measured EAs, obtaining outstanding agreement.
The EA provides a stringent test of theory when the calculated and measured EAs are compared. A strong motivation for the fundamental investigations of low-energy electron elastic scattering from the selected fullerenes is the availability of high quality measured EAs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The Regge pole calculated TCSs are found to be characterized generally by Ramsauer-Townsend (R-T) minima, shape resonances and dramatically sharp resonances manifesting stable negative ion formation. The extracted BEs for the resultant anions agree excellently with the measured EAs of the considered fullerenes giving great credence to the Regge pole method. Table 1 displays the outstanding capability of the Regge pole method to calculate BEs of fullerene anions over a wide range of fullerenes. The method can also be used for complex atoms Research supported by U.S. DOE, OBES, OS
